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Abstract
In this work, a simple constructive method is developed for enlarging known families of
;ltered sequences with given period and large linear complexity. The procedure does not impose
any constraint on the number of maximum-order terms in the ;lter, the order of the ;lter nor
the number of stages in the linear feedback shift register. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All
rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Generators based on linear feedback shift registers (LFSR) are very common proce-
dures to generate pseudorandom sequences for multiple purposes: computer simulation,
circuit testing, error-correcting codes or cryptography (stream ciphers). Desirable prop-
erties of LFSR-based generators can be enumerated as follows [7–10]:
1. Long period.
2. Large linear complexity.
3. Good statistical properties.
Typically, a stream cipher consists of a keystream generator whose pseudo-random
output sequence is added modulo 2 to the plaintext bits. Refs. [7, Chapter 6; 8,
Chapter 2; 9] provide a solid introduction to the study of stream ciphers and LFSR-
based generators. One general technique for building a keystream generator is to use a
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nonlinear ;lter, i.e. a nonlinear function applied to the stages of a single LFSR. Gener-
ally speaking, sequences obtained in this way are supposed to accomplish all the previ-
ous properties. In fact, good statistical properties can be easily achieved by introducing
terms of low order in the nonlinear function. Nevertheless, in what the other two prop-
erties are concerned, there is no e#cient method to determine neither the value of the
linear complexity (a measure of its unpredictability) nor the period of the sequence gen-
erated by an arbitrary nonlinear ;lter, particularly if the pair (L; k) (length of the LFSR
and order of the nonlinear ;lter, respectively) take values in a range of cryptographic
interest, i.e. L∈ (150; 200); k ≈L=2. At any rate, two basic references concerning these
features can be quoted: in [4], Key gave an upper bound on the linear complexity of
the sequences obtained from kth-order nonlinear ;lters applied to the L stages of a
LFSR. In [10], the author computed the probability of obtaining a ;ltered sequence
with maximum linear complexity (Key’s upper bound) and a guaranteed long period.
In this work, we make use of a representation of the nonlinear ;lters, the so-called
Sequential Decomposition in Cosets [2], which identi;es a kth-order nonlinear ;lter
with the sum of sequences associated with every cyclotomic coset of weight at most k.
This vision of the nonlinear ;lters provides more insight into the structural properties
of the nonlinearly ;ltered sequences.
Next and according to this sequential decomposition, we can divide the set of kth-
order nonlinear ;lters into equivalence classes where the elements of each class are
the ;lters producing shifted versions of the same sequence.
Lastly, as a straight consequence of the Sequential Decomposition in Cosets, we
give a practical method to design a wide range of kth-order nonlinear ;lter functions
whose cosets with binary weight k are nondegenerate (or equivalently contribute to the
linear complexity). In this way, we enlarge the families of ;lter functions with these
characteristics found in the literature [1, 5, 10] as well as we remove the constraints on
the number of terms of maximum order [1], the order k of the nonlinear ;lter [5] or
the primality of the number L [10].
The paper is organized into six sections. In Section 2, some basic concepts and
de;nitions are introduced. Section 3 describes in detail the Sequential Decomposition
in Cosets. In Section 4, an equivalence relation is de;ned on the set of kth-order
nonlinear ;lters. According to this equivalence relation, Section 5 allows us to derive
a simple constructive method to generate ;lter functions with long period and large
linear complexity. Finally, conclusions in Section 6 end the work.
2. Basic concepts and notation
Speci;c notation and diJerent basic concepts are introduced as follows.
Let {an} be the binary output sequence of a maximal-length LFSR of L stages
[8, 10]. That is to say, a LFSR whose characteristic polynomial is primitive of degree
L and whose output sequence is a m-sequence [3] of period 2L − 1. In the sequel and
without loss of generality, we assume that {an} is in its characteristic phase: it means
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that the LFSR’s initial state has been chosen in such a way that the generic element
an can be written as
an = n + 2n + · · ·+ 2(L−1)n; (1)
where ∈GF(2L) is a root of the LFSR’s characteristic polynomial.
F :GF(2)L→GF(2) is a kth-order nonlinear ;lter applied to the L stages of the pre-
vious LFSR. That is, F(an; an+1; : : : ; an+L−1) includes at least a product of k distinct ele-
ments of the sequence {an}, i.e. an+t1an+t2 : : : an+tk , where the symbols tj (j=1; 2; : : : ; k)
are integers satisfying 06t1¡t2¡ · · ·¡tk¡2L − 1:
{zn} is the sequence obtained at the output of the nonlinear ;lter F .
Let Z2L−1 denote the set of integers [1; : : : ; 2L−1]. We consider the following equiv-
alence relation R de;ned on its elements: q1R q2 with q1; q2 ∈Z2L−1 if there exists a
j; 06j6L− 1; such that
2j · q1 = q2 mod 2L − 1: (2)
The resultant equivalence classes into which Z2L−1 is partitioned are called [5] the
cyclotomic cosets modulo 2L − 1. All the elements qi of a cyclotomic coset have the
same Hamming weight, that is, the same number of 1’s in their binary representation.
The leader element, E, of every cyclotomic coset E, is the smallest integer in such an
equivalence class. The cardinal of any coset E is L or a proper divisor of L.
For a maximal-length LFSR, we can give the following de;nitions.
Denition 1. The characteristic polynomial of a cyclotomic coset E is a polynomial
PE in the indeterminate D de;ned by
PE(D) = (D + E)(D + 2E) : : : (D + 2
(r−1)E); (3)
where the degree r (r6L) of PE(D) equals the cardinal of the cyclotomic coset E.
Denition 2. The characteristic sequence of a cyclotomic coset E is a binary sequence,
denoted by {SEn }, that obeys the expression:
{SEn } = {En + 2En + · · ·+ 2
(r−1)En}; n¿0: (4)
Note that the sequence {SEn } is in its characteristic phase and satis;es the linear re-
currence relation given by PE(D). Moreover, according to (1), {SEn } is a decimation
of {an} formed from this sequence by taking one out of E terms.
If coset E is a proper coset [3], then PE(D) is a primitive polynomial of degree L
and its characteristic sequence {SEn } is a m-sequence. If coset E is an improper coset
[3], then the period of its characteristic sequence, notated T ({SEn }), is a proper divisor
of 2L − 1. For more details concerning the cyclotomic cosets the interested reader is
referred to [3, Chapter 4].
In brief, every cyclotomic coset E can be characterized by its leader element E or
its characteristic polynomial PE(D) or its characteristic sequence {SEn }.
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3. Sequential decomposition in cosets
According to Eq. (1), the generic element zn of the ;ltered sequence {zn} can be
written as
zn = F(an; an+1; : : : ; an+L−1)
=C1E1n + (C1E1n)2 + · · ·+ (C1E1n)2(r1−1)
+C2E2n + (C2E2n)2 + · · ·+ (C2E2n)2(r2−1)
... (5)
+CiEin + (CiEin)2 + · · ·+ (CiEin)2(ri−1)
...
ri being the cardinal of coset Ei and 16i6Nk (Nk being the number of cosets of
weight at most k). At this point, diJerent features can be pointed out:
• Note that every row of (5) corresponds to the nth-element of the sequence {CiEin+
(CiEin)2 + · · · + (CiEin)2(ri−1)}. The coe#cient Ci determines the starting point
of such a sequence. If Ci =1, then the above sequence equals the characteristic
sequence {SEin } described in Eq. (4).
• It can be proved [6] that every coe#cient Ci ∈GF(2ri), so that as long as Ci ranges
in its corresponding ;eld we shift along the sequence {SEin }.
• If Ci =0, then {SEin } would not contribute to the ;ltered sequence {zn}. In that case
the cyclotomic coset Ei would be degenerate.
Now Eq. (5) can be rewritten as
{zn} = {F(an; an+1; : : : ; an+L−1)} =
∑
Ei
CEi{SEin }; (6)
where CEi{SEin } denotes the sequence {CEiEin + (CEiEin)2 + · · ·+ (CiEin)2
(ri−1)} and
the sum is extended to the cosets Ei of weight at most k.
Thus, the output sequence of an arbitrary kth-order nonlinear ;lter can be decom-
posed as the termwise sum of the characteristic sequences associated with the cy-
clotomic cosets of weight at most k. Such a decomposition is called the Sequential
Decomposition in Cosets. According to this representation, diJerent parameters can be
computed (see [2]):
• The number of diJerent kth-order nonlinear ;lters related to the range of possible
values for the coe#cients CEi , as there is a one-to-one correspondence between every
Nk -tuple of coe#cients (CE1 ; CE2 ; : : : ; CENk ) and every kth-order nonlinear ;lter.
• The possible periods of the ;ltered sequences related to the periods of the character-
istic sequences {SEin }, as the period of the ;ltered sequence is the l:c:m:(T ({SEin })).
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• The possible linear complexities of the ;ltered sequences related to the number of
coe#cients CEi diJerent from zero, as the contribution to the linear complexity of
any nondegenerate coset equals the cardinal of such a coset.
Let us see a simple example.
Example 1. For the pair (L; k)= (4; 2) we have three diJerent cosets: coset 1= {1; 2;
4; 8} of weight 1, coset 3= {3; 6; 12; 9} and coset 5= {5; 10} of weight 2.
{zn}= {F(an; an+1; an+2; an+3)}
= {C1n + (C1)22n + (C1)44n + (C1)88n
+C33n + (C3)26n + (C3)412n + (C3)89n
+C55n + (C5)210n}
=C1{S1n}+ C3{S3n}+ C5{S5n}
with C1; C3 ∈GF(24) and C5 ∈GF(22). Thus, {zn} can be decomposed as the termwise
sum of three characteristic sequences {S1n}; {S3n}; {S5n}. Every 2th-order nonlinear ;lter
F determines a possible choice of the triplet (C1; C3; C5) as well as every coe#cient
Ci determines the starting point of its corresponding characteristic sequence {SEin }. In
addition, as F is a 2th-order ;lter, at least one of the coe#cients C3 or C5 corresponding
to the cosets of weight 2 must be diJerent from zero.
4. Equivalence classes
According to the Sequential Decomposition in Cosets, every kth-order nonlinear
;lter F(an; an+1; : : : ; an+L−1) applied to the L stages of a maximal-length LFSR can
be uniquely characterized by an Nk -tuple of coe#cients (CE1 ; CE2 ; : : : ; CENk ), in brief
(CEi) (16i6Nk). In the sequel, both characterizations will be used indistinctly.
Let A be the set of the kth-order nonlinear ;lters. We are going to group the elements
of A producing the ;ltered sequence {zn} or a shifted version, notated {zn}∗. From
Eq. (5), it is clear that if we substitute CEi for CEi · Ei ∀i, we will obtain {zn+1}. In
general,
CEi → CEi · jEi ∀i ⇒ {zn} → {zn+j}:
This fact enables us to de;ne an equivalence relation ∼ on the set A as follows:
F1 ∼ F2 with F1; F2 ∈A if
{F1(an; an+1; : : : ; an+L−1)} = {F2(an; an+1; : : : ; an+L−1)}∗: (7)
Therefore, two diJerent nonlinear ;lters F1; F2 in the same equivalence class will pro-
duce shifted versions of the same ;ltered sequence. In addition, it is easy to see that
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the relation de;ned above is an equivalence relation and that the coe#cients associated
with F1; F2, notated, respectively, (C1Ei); (C
2
Ei), verify
C2Ei = C
1
Ei · jEi ∀i: (8)
Clearly, the number of elements in every equivalence class equals the period of the
;ltered sequence, T , so that in Eq. (8) the index j veri;es 16j6T − 1.
Let E1; E2; : : : ; EM be the leaders of the nondegenerate cosets of weight at most k
in {zn} and r1; r2; : : : ; rM their corresponding cardinals. Several results can be pointed
out.
Lemma 1. If we choose p nonlinear lters in the same equivalence class; for instance;
(CEi); (CEi · q1Ei); (CEi · q2Ei); : : : ; (CEi · qp−1Ei) (9)
(q1; q2; : : : ; qp−1 being integers) in such a way that no characteristic polynomial PEi(D)
(16i6M) divides the polynomial
Q(D) = (1 + Dq1 + · · ·+ Dqp−1 ); (10)
then the nonlinear lter characterized by the coe:cients
C˜Ei = CEi(1 + 
q1Ei + · · ·+ qp−1Ei) (16i6M) (11)
preserves the same cosets Ei as those of the lters dened in (9).
Proof. The result follows immediately from the fact that the coe#cients of the new
nonlinear ;lter verify
C˜Ei = CEi(1 + 
q1Ei + · · ·+ qp−1Ei) = 0 (16i6M)
as no Ei is a root of Q(D).
Therefore, an easy way to guarantee the presence of all the cosets Ei in the new ;lter
is just summing p6rmin consecutive 1 nonlinear ;lters in the same equivalence class
(rmin being the least cardinal of all the cosets Ei), as degQ(D)¡degPEi(D) (16i6M).
Lemma 2. The sum of nonlinear lters verifying the conditions of Lemma 1 gives
rise to a new nonlinear lter in a di;erent equivalence class.
Proof. We proceed by contradiction. Suppose that the new ;lter belongs to the same
equivalence class. Then,
C˜Ei = CEi(1 + 
q1Ei + · · ·+ qp−1Ei) = CEi · jEi ∀i: (12)
1 By consecutive nonlinear ;lters, we denote two nonlinear ;lters F1; F2 which verify the Eq. (8) with
j=1 or equivalently F2(an; an+1; : : : ; an+L−1) =F1(an+1; an+2; : : : ; an+L).
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For simplicity reasons, assume 2 that coset E1 = coset 1. Therefore, according to (12)
(1 + q1 + · · ·+ qp−1 ) = j
and
(1 + q1Ei + · · ·+ qp−1Ei) = jEi (26i6M):
Thus, it follows that
(1 + q1 + · · ·+ qp−1 )Ei = (1 + q1Ei + · · ·+ qp−1Ei) (26i6M):
Nevertheless, it is a well-known fact that in GF(2L) this equality only holds for
Ei of the form 2m (i.e. the elements of coset 1) but not for the leaders of any
coset Ei = coset 1.
Lemma 3. The number of equivalence classes whose kth-order nonlinear lters pro-
duce sequences with the same period; linear complexity and minimal polynomial 3 as
those of {zn} is
NC =
(2r1 − 1)(2r2 − 1) : : : (2rM − 1)
T
: (13)
Proof. Every factor in the numerator of Eq. (13) represents the possible values of
the coe#cients CEi =0. Therefore, the numerator computes the number of nonlinear
;lters with the same nondegenerate cosets, consequently their corresponding ;ltered
sequences will have the same period, linear complexity and minimal polynomial. The
denominator is due to the number of elements in each equivalence class.
The above lemmas will be used in the construction of nonlinear ;lters with maximum
period and a guaranteed large linear complexity.
5. Practical design of nonlinear lters with desired structural properties
According to the previous section, a method of constructing ;lter functions with
maximum period and large linear complexity can be stated as follows:
1. Start from a nonlinear ;lter whose number of nondegenerate cosets is known to be
large, for instance, a nonlinear ;lter with a unique term of order k and equidistant
stages i.e. an+'an+2' : : : an+k' with ('; 2L−1)=1 [10], which preserves all the cosets
of weight k.
2. Sum two consecutive nonlinear ;lters in this class in order to jump into a diJerent
equivalence class preserving all the cosets Ei.
2 If E1 =1, then we can always denote E1 = ( and repeat the same procedure.
3 The minimal polynomial is de;ned as
∏
i
PEi (D) (16i6M).
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3. Repeat step 2 in order to generate as many diJerent equivalence classes (or equiv-
alently, diJerent ;ltered sequences with the same structural properties) as desired.
Starting from a diJerent starting ;lter (i.e. a diJerent value of ') and=or summing
two or more than two diJerent elements in the ;rst class, we can range into the
distinct classes of nonlinear ;lters which preserve the desired properties. Moreover, we
can obtain new ;lters by adding terms of lower order.
Let us see a simple example.
Example 2. For the pair (L; k)= (5; 3) and the LFSR characteristic polynomial P1(D)
=D5 + D3 + D2 + D + 1, we have two cosets of weight 3: cosets 7 and 11.
1. The starting ;lter function is F1(an; an+1 : : : ; an+4)= anan+1an+2 (product of equidis-
tant stages) that guarantees the nondegeneration of all the cosets of weight k =3.
Moreover, C7 = 17; C11 = 10 according to the root presence test [10]. (In order
to simplify the notation, the coe#cients corresponding to cosets of weight ¡k are
ignored.)
2. Next,
F1 = anan+1an+2 → (C7; C11) = (17; 10);
F2 = an+1an+2an+3 → (C7; C11) = (7 · 17; 11 · 10) = (24; 21):
F1; F2 belong to the same equivalence class, denoted by [class 0].
F11 = F1 + F2 → (C7; C11) = (17 + 24; 10 + 21) = (26; 9):
F11 belongs to a new equivalence class, denoted by [class 1].
3. As before,
F11 = anan+1an+2 + an+1an+2an+3 → (C7; C11) = (26; 9);
F12 = an+1an+2an+3 + an+2an+3an+4 → (C7; C11) = (7 · 26; 11 · 9) = (2; 20):
F11 ; F
1
2 belong to the same equivalence class, denoted by [class 1].
F21 = F
1
1 + F
1
2 → (C7; C11) = (26 + 2; 9 + 20) = (4; 8):
F21 belongs to a new equivalence class, denoted by [class 2].
...
After repeating 31 times the same process, we get
F311 = F
30
1 + F
30
2 → (C7; C11) = (8 + 15; 11 + 22) = (17; 10):
F311 ≡ F1, therefore, we are again in [class 0].
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In this way, we have constructed here the 31 equivalence classes whose 3th-order
nonlinear ;lters preserve all the cosets of weight 3. Consequently, the linear complexity
of the ;ltered sequences is lowerbound by [10]
LC¿
(
L
k
)
: (14)
The addition of terms of order ¡k to the ;lters Fji allows us to construct new kth-order
;lter functions with the same lower bound as before. Remark that:
• The procedure is general and can be applied to the generation of ;lter functions with
(L; k) in the range of cryptographic interest. In fact, the designer of nonlinear ;lters
can handle the form of the maximum order terms as described before in order to
guarantee adequate period and linear complexity. Later, one can add terms of lower
order (linear terms and several terms of each small order) to get good statistical
properties in the ;ltered sequences.
• As this constructive method guarantees the presence of all the cosets of weight k,
we can always check the characteristic polynomials of such cosets in order to look
for a primitive one. In that case, the corresponding characteristic sequence will have
maximum period of value 2L − 1. Thus, the period of the ;ltered sequence, which
is the least common divisor of the periods of the characteristic sequences included
in {zn}, will be maximum too.
• The kth-order nonlinear ;lters belonging to diJerent equivalence classes will give
rise to binary sequences with the same period, linear complexity and minimal poly-
nomial. The only diJerence among sequences will be the number and=or distribution
of 0’s and 1’s along such sequences. From a cryptographic point of view, statistical
tests [7, Chapter 5] can be applied to the obtained sequences in order to choose the
most adequate equivalence classes for stream ciphers.
6. Conclusions
According to the Sequential Decomposition in Cosets, an equivalence relation has
been de;ned on the set of kth-order nonlinear ;lters. These kth-order ;lters can be
classi;ed according to the period, linear complexity and minimal polynomial of their
resulting sequences. The work concludes with a constructive method, based on the sum
of the elements of each equivalence class, that allow us to generate ;lter functions
whose resulting sequences will have maximum period and a guaranteed large linear
complexity.
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